Comprehension Questions
Question 1.

Score:

Why had Becto been chosen to come to Earth?

a

he had been selected at random

b he was a very clever Jorkan
c

it was a prize for a competition he had entered

d he had passed some difficult tests
e

he was known for being brave and adventurous

Question 2.

Score:

What was the purpose of the Jorkans’ visit to Earth?

a

to collect agricultural samples

b to do an in-and-out job
c

to make sure humans left them alone

d to intrude on the lives of human beings
e

to find a fuel supply

Question 3.
Which of the following best describes a Jorkan?

a

three ears, long nose and glowing amber skin

b one eye, curly ears and glowing ruby skin
c

one eye, extended nose and glowing gold skin

d three ears, one eye and bright green skin
e

three eyes, stubby nose and transparent skin
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Question 4.

Score:

Becto thought that the wheat tasted disgusting. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to disgusting?

a

tempting

b delectable
c

scrumptious

d nauseating
e

enticing

Question 5.
How did Becto’s human skin suit get damaged?

a

some Earth water splashed on it

b it was torn on a sharp stalk
c

Becto pulled up the zip too quickly

d the hot summer sun made it perish
e

it ripped when he sat down too quickly
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Answers
Question 1.
Correct answer: he had been selected at random
Question 2.
Correct answer: to collect agricultural samples
Question 3.
Correct answer: three ears, long nose and glowing amber skin
Question 4.
Correct answer: nauseating
Question 5.
Correct answer: it was torn on a sharp stalk
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